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Abstract: This paper describes the synthesis method of uniformly excited

unequally spaced planar array with maximum beam collection efficiency

(BCE, i.e., the ratio between the power radiated over a target region and the

whole transmitted power) using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algo-

rithm. Based on this method, feeding network of the arrays becomes simple

and compact and is easy to implement. And here the multiple optimization

constrains include the number of elements, and the array aperture. Compar-

ison of representative example is presented, and the results show that an

enhancement of BCE and a depression of the sidelobe level outside of the

receiving region (CSL) can be obtained through the proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Space solar power satellite (SSPS) is a green and renewable energy system that

converts solar energy to electricity in the geostationary orbit (GEO) and transmits

the electricity energy to the earth via microwave. It is regarded as one of the most

promising energy system in the future, and obtaining more and more attention since

proposed by Peter Glaser in 1968 [1]. Wireless power transmission (WPT) is one of

the key technologies of the SSPS, and has extensive application both in terrestrial

and space scenarios [2, 3, 4]. Transmitting antenna and rectifying antenna or the so-

called rectenna are the two key components of WPT systems. Transmitting antenna

is used to concentrate the radiated power to the rectenna, and rectenna is used to

capture the impinging microwave and convert it to DC. Therefore, the concept of

WPT is, to some degree, similar to the traditional communication and radar

systems. However, it is must be addressed that the objective of WPT systems

is to optimally transfer microwave energy rather than information, and in many

cases the efficiency of WPT should be larger than 90 percents [5]. Moreover, the

collection and conversion of impinging microwave power to DC power is a unique

technique which has little relation to traditional methods of receiving and process-

ing microwave in communication applications.

Because of high requirement on WPT efficiency, transmitting antenna need to

be designed to have the ability of radiating as much energy as possible to the

rectenna. A comprehensive review of long-distance WPT array techniques is

presented in [6]. Beam collection efficiency, defined as the ratio between the power

radiated over the receiving region and the total transmitted power [7, 8] is one of

the key indexes of WPT system. Recently, the problem of maximizing BCE of

planar array antennas has been theoretically studied and simplified as the solution

of a generalized eigenvalue problem [8]. The optimal tapering is found to be

“quasi-Gaussian” distribution. However, the feeding network is complicated to

fabricate and maintain, owing to its “smooth nature” of “quasi-Gaussian” distri-

bution. To reduce the complexity of feeding network, edge tapering methods [9, 10]

were proposed. In these methods, the innermost elements of the array are fed with

constant amplitudes, while a small number of edge elements need different

amplitudes. In [11] stochastic algorithm was developed for the optimization of

side lobes and grating lobes in antenna arrays for WPT applications. Additionally,

another novel method based on the concept of sub-arrayed architecture was
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investigated in [12], the feeding network of these arrays is greatly simplified since

the number of amplifiers required is equal to the number of sub-arrays. In

conclusion, up to now, the existing papers are mainly concerned with finding the

best tapering to maximize BCE and the optimal tapering are always nonuniform.

Therefore, they all share the drawbacks of complexity feeding network and low

utilization of antenna surface.

In this letter, uniformly excited, unequally spaced planar array synthesis method

aimed at maximizing the BCE is proposed. Due to the property of uniformly

excited, feeding network of these arrays becomes simple and compact and is easy to

fabricate. Synthesis of this array comprises a non-convex and multidimensional

optimization problem, and evolutionary algorithms are best suited to find the global

optimal solution. Here, a synthesis method of planar array geometry with maximum

BCE using PSO algorithm is proposed.

2 Problem formulation for WPT

Consider a planar array of square shape consisting of 4N radiating elements and,

suppose that they are located in the XOY plane as shown in Fig. 1. The effect of

mutual coupling among elements is ignored and the element patterns in the array

are assumed to be isotropic. The array factor can be expressed as

Fðu; vÞ ¼
X4N
n¼1

In exp½jkðuxn þ vyn þ �nÞ� ð1Þ

where In, �n, and ðxn; ynÞ are respectively the amplitude, phase, and position of the

nth radiating element, k is the wave number, u ¼ sin � cos ’, v ¼ sin � sin ’, θ and φ

are the elevation angle and azimuth angle, respectively. If we further assume that

the amplitude and phase of the excitation is uniform, that is, In ¼ 1, �n ¼ 0, the

array factor can be simplified as

Fðu; vÞ ¼
X4N
n¼1

exp½jkðuxn þ vynÞ� ð2Þ

Suppose that the array is symmetrical about the x-axis and the y-axis, then the

array can be divided as four symmetrical sub-arrays, and Eq. (2) becomes

Fðu; vÞ ¼ 4
XN
n¼1

cosðkuxnÞ � cosðkvynÞ ð3Þ

Fig. 1. Geometry of transmitting antenna and rectenna
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the corresponding power pattern can be formulated as

Pðu; vÞ ¼ jFðu; vÞj2 ¼ 16
XN
n¼1

½cosðkuxnÞ � cosðkvynÞ�
( )2

ð4Þ

Assume that the target area (the rectenna location) is in the far-field region, and

has a circular shape, then the BCE can be written as [8], i.e.,

BCE ¼ P 
P�

¼

Z 2�

0

Z �0

0

Pðu; vÞ sin �d�d’Z 2�

0

Z �

0

Pðu; vÞ sin �d�d’

¼

Z 2�

0

Z �0

0

XN
n¼1

½cosðkuxnÞ � cosðkvynÞ�
( )2

sin �d�d’

Z 2�

0

Z �

0

XN
n¼1

½cosðkuxnÞ � cosðkvynÞ�
( )2

sin �d�d’

ð5Þ

where P and P� denote the power radiated over the angular region ψ and the total

transmitted power over the visible region Ω, respectively, �0 is the inception angle

of the rectenna as in Fig. 1.

Therefore, for the given problem above, to maximize the BCE is to find the

optimal radiating element positions ðxn; ynÞ, n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N that maximizes Eq. (5).

The mathematical optimization model is established as PI.

PI : Find X ¼ ðx1; x2 . . . ; xN; xNþ1; . . . ; x2NÞT ð6Þ
Min: fðXÞ ¼ �BCEðXÞ ð7Þ
S:T: l0 � xn � L ð8Þ

h0 � xNþn � H ð9Þ
where the design variable X ¼ ðx1; x2 . . . ; xN; xNþ1; . . . ; x2NÞT represents the posi-

tion coordinates of the array elements in the first quadrant, xn and xNþn are the x and
y coordinates of the nth element ðn ¼ 1; 2; . . .NÞ, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.

The objective function fðXÞ is the negative BCE for the purpose of making it a

minimization problem. l0 and h0 are pre-given spacing values to keep the neigh-

boring elements of the sub-arrays apart, and L and H are the length and width of the

sub-arrays, respectively.

It must be addressed that, the optimization problem is solved using the PSO

algorithm in this letter. Due to space limit, PSO algorithm is not introduced. The

reader is referred to [13, 14] and the references therein for a detailed understanding

of the concept of PSO algorithm and how it works.

3 Numerical analysis and discussion

The purpose of this section is twofold. Firstly, to investigate the effectiveness of the

proposed method, and then compare the results obtained through this method with

the results achieved in [8], which optimizes the BCE through optimizing the array

tapering. The numerical experiment is concerned with a square transmitting array

with 100 elements, and the aperture size is constrained by 2L ¼ 2H ¼ 5:5�, the

receiving region ψ is supposed to be circular and defined as
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� ¼
n
ðu; vÞ :

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 þ v2

p
¼ sin �0 � r0

o
ð10Þ

As mentioned in the previous section, �0 denotes the inception angle of

the receiving region, the operation frequency is set to be 5.8GHz. The circular

collection region is set as r0 ¼ 0:2. Through the method proposed in [8], the

optimal radiating power pattern is shown in Fig. 2, and the maximum beam

collection efficiency obtained equals to BCEopt ¼ 86:48% [8], with a corresponding

CSL (maximum sidelobe level outside of the receiving region) equals to CSL ¼
�7:78 dB. CSL is another key factor need to be considered for the purpose of safety

concern, and defined as

CSLðdBÞ ¼ 10 lg
maxu;v=2 Pðu; vÞ
maxu;v Pðu; vÞ ð11Þ

Based on the proposed method in this letter, the optimal elements distribution in

the first quadrant is illustrated in Fig. 3. Obviously, they are located randomly in the

constrained aperture due to stochastic nature of the PSO algorithm. Due to the

symmetric distribution of the array elements, the obtained power pattern exhibits a

symmetrical property, and is shown in Fig. 4. Two conclusions can be drawn by

comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 2.

(1) More energy is focused on the receiving region through the proposed

method, this is numerically confirmed by the maximum BCE achieved (BCEopt ¼
94:01% vs. BCEopt ¼ 86:48% [8]).

(2) The CSL can be suppressed, which is confirmed by (CSL ¼ �16:84 dB vs.

CSL ¼ �7:78 dB [8]).

Comparison of the results is shown in Table I. The maximum BCE is 7.61%

higher than and the CSL is 9.06 dB lower than the reported results in [8].

Fig. 2. Normalized power pattern (Reference method [8])

Table I. Results comparison

Ref. [8] This method Comparison

Maximize BCE 86.4% 94.01% 7.61%
CSL −7.78 dB −16.84 dB −9.06 dB
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4 Conclusion

An approach based on particle swarm optimization algorithm has been proposed for

the synthesis of uniformly excited unequally spaced planar array for the purpose of

obtaining maximum BCE. Through the proposed method, feeding network be-

comes simple and compact and is easily to implement. Moreover, beam collection

efficiency can be enhanced and the maximum sidelobes outside of the receiving

region can be reduced, which shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Fig. 3. The distribution of the first quadrant elements

Fig. 4. Normalized power pattern (proposed method)
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